
the art of 
innovation

dr. kim macuare





build a duck



“we define innovation as creativity plus 
delivery.”
- mckinsey & co

















“creativity is the ability to come up with 
novel ways of seeing, doing and being.”



the prequel
the power of ritual



ritual

“ten o’clock in the morning—awakening, ‘varied exhibitionism,” esthetic breakfast 
before ramon pitchot’s impressionistic paintings, hot coffee-and-milk poured 

down my chest before leaving for the studio. eleven to half past twelve—
pictorial inventions, reinvention of impressionism, reaffirmation and rebirth of 

my esthetic megalomania” (Secret Life 86). 







see differently
perspective = possibility



“to look is to invent.”

- salvador dalí















shift perspectives

read/engage widely

adopt personae

look for analogues

switch places



do differently
cultivate ambiguity



“if you understand a painting beforehand, 
you might as well not paint it.”

-salvador dalí









observable reality

observations

selected data

meanings

assumptions

conclusions

beliefs

actions

select data 

make assumptions

add meanings

adopt beliefs

draw conclusions

take actions

make observations

concept developed by Chris Argyris



© 2021 Remedios Varo, Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York / VEGAP, Madrid. Image 
courtesy of Gallery Wendi Norris, San Francisco



vts q’s
q1:
what’s going on in this picture?
q2:
what do you see that makes you say that?

q3:
what more can you find?



cultivate ambiguity

slow down

ask questions, especially about your assumptions

assess as a believer or doubter

note interpretations



be differently
become inimitable



“everything alters me, but nothing 
changes me.”

- salvador dalí

















become inimitable

know your mustache

identify your purpose

practice fear-setting

be more



“[art] exercises the ability of the brain to 
perceive and creatively adapt to new 

realities, which is a fundamental survival 
skill.”

-jonathan fineberg
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